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-- Healthcare professionals face

growing challenges in their day-to-day

work but solutions exist to help them

operate effectively. Medical Surgical

Supplies, often known as

MedsurgicalSupplies.com offers a wide

range of supplies and equipment to

help ensure superior care for patients. Supplies include everything from surgical instruments

and patient-reusable products to infection prevention tools and skin care products.

The one-stop shopping program makes ordering supplies easy and convenient! Users are able to

access the entire catalog—including diagnostic and surgical instruments, exam tables, and much

more.

Surgical equipment, plastic surgery fillers, injections, diagnostics, lab products, CPAP and oxygen

equipment, respiratory therapy products, pharmaceuticals and vaccines all make up the more

than 700,000 products available through Med Surgical Supplies. 

The in-house ordering and inventory tools help nursing homes, laboratories, home health

agencies, long-term care facilities, nursing homes, medical professionals, ASC’s, post-acute care

with much more than just the ordering.

Procurement professionals and ordering nurses are easily able to track expenses by facility or

location, enter purchase orders, approve invoices, access real-time healthcare product

information and availability through the Med Surgical Supplies website.

Medical Surgical Supplies is a partner of Pipeline Medical, a leading medtech marketplace. Their

nationwide delivery network ensures next-day to 48-hour delivery to 95% of customers with

99.8% order accuracy and also boasts a personal touch, with account managers helping with

backorder processing.

When you're a member of the Wholesaling industry, you're looking to be more than just a
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provider. You want to be a partner in your customers' success and provide expertise, guidance,

and support so they can succeed. It's not just about delivering their products or services; it's

about making sure they have the resources they need to get their businesses off the ground and

keep them running smoothly.

Anybody can sell medical supplies—but it takes an expert in the Medical Supplies Wholesaling

industry to ensure that everything goes smoothly, from the initial sale right through to any

follow-up work. Med Surgical Supplies aims to keep customers healthy and thriving by providing

vital products such as equipment, instruments, and medications. And of course, working within

the regulated environment of healthcare, paying attention to the smallest details.

It's no secret that the supply chain has been a major pain point in healthcare over the past 18

months. Even as the pandemic itself begins to fade, supply chain issues continue.

Hospitals and health systems report challenges in supply procurement, and many fear that old

problems will resurface. The healthcare industry is taking steps to mitigate future disaster and

learn from its mistakes, but there are still risks of another disruption.

A recent survey of healthcare executives asked for their thoughts on the state of supply chain

management. Many were confident about what they had learned from the pandemic, but

insisted that continued vigilance was necessary to deal with future challenges.

Med Surgical Supplies sees itself as part of the solution aims to provide a timely and effective

way to get supplies for all medical-surgical practices.

The website provides a quick and efficient experience to doctors. The site is ideal for the medical

supply chain.
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